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Abstract
The effect of thermal-strain cycle on residual strains in thin-walled circular seams of cylindrical shells using TIG butt
welds was studied. Estimates were calculated using numerical modelling. The structure was made of corrosion-resistant
austenitic steels.
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1. Introduction

in the contact zone – αair and metal contact – αmet

An efficient design of parts of a welding machine, should
take into account forces which hold in place workpieces, can
reduce residual strains in finished joints and avoid breaking
the weld. Heat input during welding and heat transfer to the
copper backing strip affect the development of residual
strains in addition to the design features of the welding tools
and fixing arrangements of the workpiece. Building of a
computational model that can predict residual strains of
welded constructions is an important task. For example, the
model for the tool that is commercially used for TIG joining
with a copper backing strip of a thin plate shell with a flange
for a low pressure turbine's (LPT) holder was built. A typical
turbine casing (see Figs. 1, b) consists of a front flange 1,
ring 2, ring 3, adjustable flange 4 which were joined by
automatic TIG welding without filler metal.

(a)

2. Computer model
A total of ninety 20-node SOLID 3D-elements were used in
the numerical model that supports thermal contact in a
thermal analysis. Welding conditions for the numerical
model were set as follows: sheet thickness δ = 1.5 mm,
I = 115A, V = 18 and 27 m/h (Qih = 111 - 156 kJ/m). They
were chosen so that the size of the weld was in accordance
to ISО 5817–1992(E) [6]. The weld’s zone state of complete
fusion was modeled with a combination of linear and 2-D
Gauss heat sources. Boundary conditions with heat transfer
(convective, contact and radiate) were applied. The detailed
loads of an input heat source and a distribution of an
effective power between heat sources are detailed in [1, 2].
Conductivity between the sample and the copper backing
strip was considered to be equal to the sum of thermal
conductivities of the air gap between surface abnormalities
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(b)
Fig. 1. Typical gas turbine engine casing outer (a) and cross-section gas
turbine engine casing outer with circumferential weld (b).

following the method to calculate the contact thermal
conductivity [1,2].
The 2D-Gauss heat source on the upper surface of the
welded assembly was calculated using:

q( x, y, z, ω , t ) =

k

π

(

)

q1 exp − kx 2 ×

exp[− k ((z − r cos ωrt )

2

+ ( y − r sin ωrt ) )]

(1)

2

where r = x 2 + y 2 – radius of the outer shell, m; ω –
angular velocity of the heat source, rad/sec; t – time of
displacement of the heat source, sec.
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A linear heat source has been set as the heat flow
through the plane symmetry with the equation:

q2
exp − kx 2 ×
4ah
2
2
exp − k (z − r cos ωrt ) + ( y − r sin ωrt )

q( x, y, z, ω , t ) =

(

[ (

)

required total decompressed radial force on all sectors was
Fs = 18.1 kN.

(2)

)]

In this qef = q1 + q2, where qef – effective power heating
of welding arc, W.
The numerical calculation of thermal deformation was
based on the deformation theory of non-isothermal flow
applied with the parametric design language APDL.
Residual stresses in welded joints of stainless steels do not
usually exceed yield strength, and do not go beyond the
boundary of the Bauschinger effect [5]. The model used for
plasticity accounted for the bilinear kinematic hardening
(BKIN) [6], and the deformation of the part satisfied the von
Mises yield criteria [5]. Thermal analysis and the scheme
based of parts of welded assembly in the machinery for
welding shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Radial displacement for 3D-model on y axis for welding with Qih
= 156 kJ / m, (a) and Qih = 111 kJ / m (b)

The radial displacements in the 3D-model along OY
circumferential weld ring 2 and the front flange 1 which
correspond to the circumferentially welded assembly are
shown in Fig. 3.
As can be seen in Fig. 3 for a maximum input heat
during welding of Qih = 156 kJ / m the radial shrinkage Δrs
was 0,277 mm and at Qih = 111kJ / m the shrinkage was Δrs=
0.247 mm. Thus the circumferential shrinkage of the thin
shells is essentially independent of the welding conditions
and, consequently, parameters of the geometry of the weld.
Transverse shrinkage for welding parameters with Qih = 156
kJ / m and 111 kJ / m was found to be Δtr = 0.0229 and
0.0225 mm, respectively.
Construction of concentric sectors will affect the
distribution of residual strains and will be essential,
depending on the area of contact with the inner wall of the
shell. The residual strains were calculated for the following
modifications for securing the welded assembly (see Fig. 4):
a) when the width of the zone of contact with the copper
backing strip sidewall was 6 mm, radial decompressed force
sectors had Fs = 18.1 kN, an axial force Fpr = 6.4 kN; b) the
width of the zone of contact with the copper backing strip
sidewall was 22 mm, radial decompressed force sectors Fs =
18.1 kN, axial force Fpr = 12.8 kN; c) the width of the zone
of contact with the copper backing strip sidewall was 22
mm, radial decompressed force sectors Fs = 18.1 kN, axial
force Fpr = 6.4 kN. Numerical analysis results were for the
welding parameters - I = 115A, V = 10 m / h, l = 3 mm, Qih
= 156 kJ / m.
From the numerical modeling of the welded assembly
transverse shrinkage for the different fixing arrangements
shown in Fig. 4 was as follows: a) Δtr = 0.247 mm; b) Δtr =
0.476 mm and c) Δtr = 0.183 mm, respectively. Increasing
the width of the contact zone from 6 mm to 22 mm resulted
in a more intense heat transfer in the copper backing strip
and reduced shrinkage from 0.247 to 0.183 mm. At the same
time the welded assembly transverse shrinkage was almost
independent of heat input and increased from 0.247 to 0.476
mm only by doubling the axial force in modification (b)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Temperature fields from the moving heat sources (a) and the
welding drawing of the outer casing of the gas turbine engine (b).

In ANSYS / Multiphysics the base surface A the node
movement was restricted for the surface of the 3D model of
the x-axis, and surface B - while keeping the nodes on the
corresponding surfaces of axes OZ and OY. For the locked
and the fixed but adjustable flange 4 and base A respectively
there was axial movement restriction applied and
decompressed concentric sectors, while was carried by a
pneumatic drive. Contact forces on elements were calculated
using standard equations for calculating welding tooling
elements [4].
3. Discussions
After calculations the required axial force on the plunger to
lock welded parts was found to be Fpr = 6.4 kN, and the
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4. Conclusions
1.
(a)

2.

(b)
3.

A thermal deformation model has been applied to a
real case to predict the residual strain of thin-walled
welded structures and shells with tight tolerances in
order to identify changes in geometric dimensions
and optimize the structure by choosing the most
efficient arrangement for fixing the welded assembly,
its build, the size of the expanding force concentric
sectors and the axial preload of the welded assembly
at the preparatory stage for welding.
Modeling residual strains of the impact of the
thermal-welding cycle during TIG-welding of outer
casing for a gas turbine engine showed that the
magnitude of both the radial and transverse shrinkage
of welds thin shells does not depend on heat input
when welding in the range 111 - 156 kJ / m.
A significant impact on the welded assembly
transverse shrinkage is exerted by a force in the axial
direction in the machine for welding, which increases
from 6.4 to 12.8 kN as the welded assembly
transverse shrinkage changes from 0,247 to 0,476
mm respectively.

(c)

Fig. 4. Different modifications for fixing the welded assembly in the
machinery for welding
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